Battery management systems using parameter and state estimators, based on electrochemical models for Lithium ion cells, are promising efficient use and safety of the battery.
cell and can replicate with high accuracy the Li-ion cell behavior in any operation mode. However, due to the mathematical complexity of those models, computation effort is considerably higher for simulating them. In addition, the derivation of suited estimators becomes more complex. Thus, only a certain subset of electrochemical models with minimal computational effort and simple mathematical representations are feasible for online estimation schemes. A simple model, called the single particle model (SPM), has been proposed by different authors [1] [2] . It can be applied to any intercalation material based cell and incorporates the cell's dominant physical phenomena, like Li-ion diffusion through the electrode and electrochemical reaction kinetics at the surface of the electrode material. The model is a reduced version of the original first principle model proposed by Newman et. al [3] , a widely accepted physical representation of the cell. In this paper, we present a simple, yet more detailed model relative to the SPM, that captures spatial variations in physical phenomena in electrolyte diffusion, electrolyte potential, solid potential and reaction kinetics. This model is based on the ANCF proposed in [4] for nonlinear beam models. The specific advantages of the ANCF model over those in [1] [2] come from its ability to capture the cell's behavior at high currents, that may be of the order of several Cs. The underlying approximation is based on spatial discretization elements with third-order polynomials as basis functions.
With the above ANCF model as a starting point, the next problem to be addressed is state and parameter estimation. In this paper, we carry out the first step of this estimation, beginning with the structure of the SPM model and estimate its parameters and states using an adaptive observer [5] . The ANCF model is then used to validate this estimation by utilizing the former as an evaluation model. Estimators based on the SPM model, have shown great potential. Santhanagopalan et al. [2] showed that they were able to track SOC of a Sony 18650 cell applying a Kalman filter based on the SPM within 2% error boundaries, at low to medium current. Observers and Kalman filters have been used for state estimation in electrochemical models in [6] [2] and in observers [6] as well, but these studies assume perfect knowledge of parameters. Li-ion cell properties may be obtained a priori through experimental test, but these start to alter over time due to various aging phenomena. Total capacity of the battery pack can change up to 20% over the whole lifetime and have to be tracked precisely. Hence, a parameter estimation algorithm running parallel to the state estimation has to be implemented. Providing such a system with simultaneous state and parameter estimation is difficult, as one depends on the other and thus, imprecise estimation in one propagates to the other. The adaptive observer, first introduced by [7] , is therefore an appropriate tool for simultaneous state and parameter estimation. With a simple extension of results in [5] and a recursive least square parameter update scheme [7] , we are able to develop a stable adaptive observer that can be shown to lead to parameter estimation with conditions of persistent excitation.
In Section 2, the details of the ANCF model are presented. In Section 2, an extended adaptive observer is proposed for identifying the parameters of the SPM model. In Section 4, using the ANCF model proposed in Section 2 as the truth model, the adaptive observer presented in Section 3 is validated and shown to be successful in estimating the parameters of the SPM model at low currents.
The ANCF model
According to [8] there exist four main categories of lithium ion intercalation cell models -empirical models, electrochemical models, multi-physics models and molecular/atomistic models. While the majority of these models are primarily used for systems engineering, such as optimizing cell properties with the help of simulations, an appropriate model has to be found for a BMS. It has to capture the principal dynamics of the system, while being simple enough to be used in real time. Furthermore, it is preferable to avoid any loss of physical insight, as is the case with equivalent circuit models. Therefore, our goal is to derive a control-oriented reduced order model that succinctly captures the principal dynamics, and retains all of the physical insight. Our starting point is a core electrochemical model presented in [9] , denoted as the Pseudo 2-Dimensional model (P2D). This is the most common physics-based model in the literature thus far [8] . We will introduce simplifications into the P2D model using concepts from the ANCF model proposed by Shabana et al. (see [4] for example). As we will show, our simplified model is of low order, yet sufficiently accurate for capturing the main dynamics of a Li-ion battery while preserving insight into the dominant physical phenomena. The basic idea of the ANCF model is to divide the cell's dominant direction, denoted by x, equally into elements and approximate the solutions for these elements with a function, in accordance with the physical phenomena of the cell. These phenomena are the continuity of fluxes and concentrations throughout the cell. Therefore, we rely on the ANCF model, originally applied to the analysis of highly flexible beams. While this formulation preserves continuity of stress and deformation in the case of beams, it conserves the flux and concentration continuity for our electrochemical model and hence, fulfills the conservation of mass. Furthermore, the discretization allows us to account for the local nature of the electrolyte transport phenomena, which is caused by the out-/influx of lithium ions from the solid particles. This advantage becomes extremely important at high currents and sharp current changes, where strong fluxes and concentration gradients locally occur near boundaries. Different authors [10] [11] proposed approximating functions for a whole compartment, but did not include a spacial discretization. Subramanian et al. [10] used fourth order polynomials for each electrode and the separator. While low currents and thus weak changes in the x direction of the variables could be captured by this approach, higher currents could not be approximated. Further increasing the order of the polynomial can not be numerically executed, because of the preceding analytical calculations linked to it. We therefore suggest to use the so called absolute nodal coordinate polynomial which closely resembles a finite element approach. In addition, to its physical consistency, the ANCF model is applicable for real time applications due to its high numerical performance.
The absolute nodal coordinate formulation
We present the ANCF for the concentration of the electrolyte and note that the other variables are approximated in the same manner. In addition, we will be deriving the function only for one spatial compartment. We first introduce N nodes to equally divide the x-space of the electrode or separator in N − 1 elements with length l = l N−1 . For every element i we use a local coordinate defined by
and define an element addressing function
The solution of the concentration profile c e for element i is approximated by a cubic polynomial
and therefore, the concentration profile in one compartment is defined as c e (x,t) =
By using a third order polynomial the concentration gradient and value are guaranteed to be continuous. In fact, the node values and derivatives of the element can be used to obtain a physical representative version of the cubic polynomial. By using c e,
we can manipulate (3) to
Notice, that the time coefficients are equal to the degrees of freedom of our approach. Furthermore, we define a vector notation of the polynomial as
where c
denotes the time coefficient vector and
(10) is called the profile or shape vector. The polynomial function introduced for the electrolyte concentration will analogously be used for the solid concentration and the reaction rates of the particles.
Transport in the electrolyte
In order to obtain the differential algebraic equations for the time coefficients of the ANCF for one element, we apply the method of weighted residuals (MWR) to the governing equations of the electrolyte concentration. First, we define the governing equation for electrolyte diffusion as
Substituting the absolute nodal coordinate polynomial defined in (8) for the electrolyte concentration c i e (s i ,t) = s T c i e and the surface flux j i (s i ,t) = s T j i into the equation above results in the residual
Further, we apply the Galerkin collocation with weighting functions w = s to obtain 
The no flux condition at each collector predefines two coefficients, i.e. the derivatives at the boundaries are set to zero.
Transport in the solid electrode
It has been shown [12] that approximating the first principle equations for the solid concentration in r-direction by volume-averaging projections, is sufficient for low to medium current inputs. Applying the volume-averaging projections to the partial differential equation for solid concentration, we obtain two linear algebraic differential equations
and a nonlinear equation
The variableq(x,t) is the volume-averaged flux,c s (x,t) is the volume averaged concentration, and c ss (x,t) is the surface concentration. Average concentrations and fluxes are further approximated by the ANCF in the x-direction. In this case, the MWR is not needed because of the linear and first order of the partial differential equations. Using the principle of separation of variables, we obtain the equations
and
It is important to note that both sets of equations for electrolyte diffusion and solid diffusion have been derived by applying Galerkin collocation. The analytical solution using Galerkin collocation considerably reduces the number of equations compared to approximation such as the orthogonal collocation, discussed in [13] .
Reaction kinetics at the electrode
Before applying the MWR to the surface flux and reaction kinetics, we will use the mathematical reformulation presented in [1] . The authors showed that the partial differential algebraic equations for solid potential, electrolyte potential and reaction kinetics can be reformulated as one integral function depending on the solid surface concentration, electrolyte concentration and the reaction kinetics at the surface of the particles, a property that will be used in the following. The first principle equation for solid potential is defined as
and therefore, φ s is a function of the double integral of the surface flux
Using the ANCF for the surface flux j i (s i ,t) = s T j i , gives us the solid potential for element i
For the electrolyte potential we substitute the electrolyte cur-
and assume that mean molar activity is constant, to obtain
Hence, the electrolyte potential is dependent on the electrolyte concentration, the cell current and the solid potential derivative, which is a function of the double integral of the surface flux φ e (x,t) = φ e j(x,t)dx dx, c e (x,t) .
For our further analysis we assume that the ionic conductivity is constant. Setting j i (s i ,t) = s T j i and evaluating for element i, gives us
which, if we substitute Eq. (22), results in
Using the relations from above, the overpotential for the electrode kinetics
is a function of η(x,t) = η j(x,t)dx dx, j(x,t), c ss (x,t), c e (x,t) .
Finally, the electrode kinetics which are described by the Butler-Volmer kinetics are a nonlinear integral equation of the surface flux j(x,t) = i 0 (c e (x,t), c ss (x,t)) exp α c F RT η j(x,t)dx dx, j(x,t), c ss (x,t), c e (x,t)
− exp −α a F RT η j(x,t)dx dx, j(x,t), c ss (x,t), c e (x,t) .
We apply the method of weighted residuals to this integral equation. Unfortunately, no analytical solution can be found if the Galerkin colloction method is applied. In this case, we have to use the orthogonal collocation method. We force the residual of the governing equation to be equal to zero at four defined points of every element
The residual therefore fulfills
where
For our application we choose d j to be the integration points from the Gauss Legendre algorithm for a four point integration on the interval of [0, 1]. The full ANCF model is therefore described by the electrolyte diffusion equations (13), the solid diffusion equations (18) and (19), and the reaction kinetics (32).
Simultaneous estimation of parameters and states of a Lithium ion cell
When estimating the internal states and parameters of the Li-ion cell, we can only rely on two measurable signals, which are the cell current and the cell voltage. Using these two signals, we want to estimate internal states and unknown parameters simultaneously. For this purpose, we present an adaptive observer, which is an extension of the original nonminimal representation presented in [5] and [7] and guarantees stable estimation around the operating point. This extended observer is capable of estimating plants with a direct-feedthrough term in their output and is described below.
To derive the observer structure for estimation of the Liion cell parameters, we rely on the SPM as a simplification of the P2D model, as well as the ANCF model.
The extended adaptive observer
The adaptive observer presented in the following is suitable for any controllable and observable single-input single output n-th order LTI system. The presented adaptive observer is based on the notion that the LTI system above can be represented by a nonminimal plant with 2n states and 2n + 1 parametersω
where ω 1 : R → R n , ω 2 : R → R n denote the nonminimal states and c, d ∈ R n , f ∈ R the unknown parameters. Furthermore, Λ can be any arbitrary asymptotic stable matrix with (Λ, l) controllable. We choose the observer structure to be of the formω 
where e is the output error and q is denoted as the forgetting factor. It can be shown that the parameter estimateθ is bounded using Lyapunov function arguments. It can also be shown thatθ converges to the true parameter θ if the external input u is such that the observer stateω = [ω 1 T ,ω 2 T ] T satisfies the persistent excitation condition
where t 0 , T 0 and α are positive constants, has to be satisfied.
Extended adaptive observer for a Li-ion intercalation cell
To apply the adaptive observer introduced above to a Liion cell, we have to rely on a plant representation, which captures main dynamics of the cell and includes the parameters of our interest. We rely on a simplified model of the SPM presented in [1] . The model is obtained by applying volumeaveraging projection on solid concentration PDEs [12] and by linearizing the output of the plant V . The state space description of the resulting model is
Validation of the ANCF model and parameter estimation on a Li-ion cell
With the ANCF model proposed in Section 2 and the adaptive observer in Section 3, we now address parameter estimation in a Li-ion cell and its validation using an empirically validated model of the Li-ion battery. As the SPM is a fairly gross approximation of the Li-ion battery, validation of its parameters using the high-fidelity Dualfoil model is a formidable task. Instead, we proceed to carry out this validation using the simpler, yet more general ANCF model. Towards this end, we first validate the ANCF model by subjecting it to two charging and discharging scenarios. Once this is accomplished, we then proceed to estimate the battery parameters in the SPM using the ANCF model as the truth model. The first test consists of continuous discharging with 1C current between an upper voltage cut-off limit and a lower voltage limit, followed by relaxation for 30 minutes. The second scenario tests the model for repeated cycles of high current charging followed by high current discharging and relaxation. The ANCF simulation is executed with two elements in each electrode and one element in the separator. Simulations are conducted on a LiCoO 2 /LiC 6 cell. We assume that the electrolyte diffusion coefficient D e and the electrolyte ionic conductivity κ are constant. Moreover, the thermal behavior of the cell is not included for the simulations, and simulations are executed for isothermal conditions at 23 • C. Voltage limits are chosen to be 4.2V and 2.5V for this cell chemistry. For the first case we denote the time instant, at which the cell voltage attains the lower cutoff voltage t = t X . We compare electrolyte concentration distribution, electrolyte potential profile and the surface flux distribution for the time instants t = 0.3t X , 0.5t X , 0.8t X , t X , t X + 1min, t X + 10min, t X + 30min. The voltage profile for a 1C discharge is shown in figure 1 . Voltage profiles for the 1C discharge match well, i.e. the ANCF voltage profile deviates less than 1% from the Dualfoil model. Internal state profiles of the cell for a constant discharge current of 1C are shown in figs. (2)- (3) . For the chosen cell, the limiting factor is transport in the electrolyte. Most of the Liion intercalation into or out of the solid material occurs near the separator, because of the fast reaction kinetics compared to the sluggish electrolyte transport. Therefore, the material at the separator interfaces gets emptied much faster, which causes early cell deaths and discharges. For these types of cells, where electrolyte transport dominates the cell behavior, we can see clear advantages in using the ANCF model. It simulates variations of solid and electrolyte concentration levels in the x-direction and therefore captures the excessive strains on the material near to the separator. Monitoring the local phenomena is useful, in order to prevent capacity fade by cracking of solid material. For the second scenario we subject the cell to two different cycles of charge, discharge and rest periods as shown in fig.4 for 2C peak currents and in fig.6 for 4C peak currents. The cell voltage starts to deviate from the Dualfoil model at high currents after sudden changes in current, due to the simplifications made to the solid concentration equations. The simplified system obtained by volume-averaging projections in (18) and (19) can not precisely replicate solid diffusion at high currents. We now proceed to estimate parameters of a LiCoO 2 /LiC 6 cell, using the adaptive observer described in Section 3. We simulate the observer on the ANCF model for low amplitude input current, at which reactions kinetics do not reach into the Tafel region. The plant is subjected to a superposition of harmonic inputs, which creates a persistently exciting signal. Initial states of the plant are SOC a = 0.8 and SOC c = 0.28 and the cell starts from a state of equilibrium. Initial conditions of the estimated parameters were chosen to be off by 60%. The initial estimates of the cell states were assumed to have a 10% error. Filter values of the observer were chosen to be near the plant poles as λ 1 = 10 −2 , λ 2 = 10 −3 and λ 3 = 10 −4 . Initial gain for the recursive least square algorithm is chosen to be Γ(0) = 10 6 I and the forgetting factor is q = 10 −12 . Parameter estimates usually converge within 5% error boundaries after 10e3 s as shown in fig.8 . Although the output error e = y p −ŷ does not entirely converge to zero, due to the nonlinearities in the system, the estimated plant sufficiently accurately matches the real plant.
It should be noted that for this problem, the ANCF method used in our approach needs 44 states, whereas the orthogonal collocation method in [13] will need over a thousand states for the complete system description.
Conclusions
Electrochemical models used for battery monitoring have been mainly based on the SPM. In an effort to better capture internal dynamics of batteries subjected to EV drive cycles, a new reduced-order model based on the ANCF is derived in this paper and is shown to be capable of replicating the cell behavior for high input currents. This model is then used as a high fidelity truth model for parameter estimation in an SPM model. The latter is accomplished in this paper by using an extended adaptive observer of the SPM model and demonstrating that its parameters can be estimated using the ANCF model. The extended adaptive observer is based on a linear non-minimal representation of the plant and is applicable to plants with proper transfer functions. The adaptive observer is shown to result in accurate parameter estimation at low input currents. 
